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CALEP: Characterizing Active Learning
Environments in Phyics

Decades of evidence show that active learning classrooms 
give better student outcomes than passive lecture [1,2]. 
One of the next challenges for physics education 
researchers is to discuss meaningful differences between 
active learning techniques. At the same time, classroom 
scale data on student/student interactions is lacking.

Project goals:
• Compare classroom observation and student network 
data for several "flagship" research-based curricula in 
physics
• "Which is best" is probably an ill-posed problem
• "What are the distinctive features and their network 
implications" is better

Instructors are more likely to sustain reform that fits with 
their local constraints and context [3]. A better vocabulary 
to compare active learning styles, and understanding of 
student community development, supports that need.

Classroom observation data

We use the Classroom Observation Protocol for 
Undergraduate STEM [COPUS, 4].
• Codes instructor and student behavior at 2-minute 
intervals
• Has been used to distinguish lecture from active teaching 
styles [4,5]
• High inter-rater reliability, relatively low training time
• One challenge: How to interpret data from 13 student + 
12 instructor codes

This poster shows data from a 30-student section using 
Tutorials in Introductory Physics [6].*

Pie chart visual

Original and still most common form for showing COPUS data [4]

Pros: Good contrast of many vs. few activity codes; good for displaying one or two 
dominant behaviors

Cons: Loses time sequence, does not show what students and instructor are doing 
simultaneously; multiple codes per time mean that chart area =/= total time
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Timeline visual

Alternate display used by the 
Observation Protocol for Active 
Learning [7]

Pros: Shows sequence and 
simultaneous student-instructor 
activities; easier to read out "story" of 
class period

Cons: Comparing across many codes 
makes it harder to see common 
patterns

Network visual

Used with the Teaching Dimensions 
Observation Protocol to show
instructor repertoires of practice [8]

Links between codes show 
simultaneous appearance, and thicker
lines mean greater frequency.

Pros: Node clusters highlight 
characteristic patterns, which can be
detected even for large and complex 
networks

Cons: Lose start -> finish time
sequence
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All of the representations are harder to read as the number of codes increases. Combined 
visuals are needed for curricula where important features are spread over multiple sections 
(ex. lecture accompanying tutorials, see right). The network visual format allows us to use 
network analysis tools for comparing the structure and similarity of links in network objects [9]. 
This opens a new route for finding distinctive profiles of different active learning curricula.

Forthcoming data includes Peer Instruction, ISLE, Modeling Instruction, SCALE-UP, and 
context-rich problems. For preliminary results on student collaboration networks, see K. 
Commeford's work at this conference (DA03).
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SQ: Student asks question
O: Other
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